Why You Need a
Better Way to Manage
Your Class Recordings

Introduction
Video conferencing software like
Zoom were a great way to get classes
online fast. But while the live sessions
may be going on reasonably well, the
recordings are starting to pile up.
To get the full value of your class recordings, they need to be easy:
easy to access, easy to search, easy to manage, easy to track, even easy
to repurpose. Better video management tools will help you take better
advantage of the great content delivered in your online classes.
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Why Move Recordings out of the
Video Conferencing Tool?
01
Bring clarity to your recording management.
Video conferencing tools were built to optimize the live experience,
less so the long-term video management. That means each instructor’s
recordings are in a single, separate pile. It’s hard to manage from an
administrator perspective. It’s harder to manage for the instructor,
especially if they have more than one class. And it’s downright
impossible for the student to find things in an organized way. Maybe
they got sent a link in an email. Maybe if they’re really lucky, the link
got pasted into the LMS. But searching for content after the fact?
That’s difficult.
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Plus, Zoom in particular records multiple versions of the same event.
For example, you can record versions with both the active speaker
(where the screen flips between whoever’s talking) and gallery view
(with speakers all in tiles). You can capture the audio-only file.
It’s really handy when you need a single piece later! But each of these
ends up as a separate recording — you might end up with 5-6 different
versions of the same event. So now, how do you pick? What if you
want to move them, or change the metadata? You need a good way to
manage the batch.
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Find a more cost-effective storage solution.
With the emphasis on the live experience, the storage fees can add up.
So it’s not uncommon for admins to set recordings to expire in 30 days.
Great storage management, not great for students looking to review at
exam time, definitely a problem for student record retention rules.
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Reuse those recordings.
Your instructors worked hard on that content! Whether they want
to make it available to students to review, or they want to take clips
to turn into something more creative (Highlight reels! Demos!
In-video quizzes! Mastery paths!), they need post-production support.
It needs to be easy to edit and enrich, whether that’s trimming off
unwanted bits at the beginning and end or turning the content into
a full interactive video. It also needs to be easy to share the resulting
new creations.
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What You Need for a
Sustainable Recording Strategy
You don’t have to stop using video
conferencing tools for your classes, if that’s
what’s working for you. But it’s time to take
your video management up a level. What
you need:
• A centralized platform. Videos should automatically be imported
to a centralized repository, where not only can each instructor find
their own recordings, but admins can easily administer as a whole.
If there are multiple files for the same event, they should be bundled
together, including with their chats and transcripts, so you can find
and manage each event in one place. It should be easy for instructors
to then share those recordings however they need to — by inserting
into the course, email, embedding, even sharing on YouTube if your
policies allow.
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• Simple management. Videos need to be easy to organize and
manage. No more big piles. Students should be able to access the
videos they’re authorized to access, and it shouldn’t be hard to
control that access based on the access rules your institution is
already using. Admins should be able to set retention policies that
are a lot more nuanced than just “delete after 30 days.” Storage
policies and pricing need to be calibrated to encourage long-term
video storage at scale.
• Easy search. Recordings do no one any good if they can’t be
found. Students (and instructors!) should be able to search across
metadata, captions, and transcripts to quickly find exactly what
they’re looking for.
• Enrichment tools. Classroom recordings can become so much more
useful with just a little editing. Or maybe a lot of editing ― they can
be turned into quizzes, review tools, and interactive videos, and
more. Your video platform should give instructors the tools they need
to take their videos one step further.
• Meaningful analytics. Instructors should be able to see who
watched the recordings, when, for how long, and for how many
times. They should be able to tell which videos, and even which
sections of videos, are the most or least popular.
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Are you looking for a better way to
manage your recordings from video
conferencing platforms like Zoom
and WebEx? Kaltura can help.
Ask Us How

